
  

Dear Park Scholars,

The Park Scholarships program is committed to the active, sustained efforts
required to counter racial injustice and systemic oppression, as am I.

In the words of a few Park Scholars from the Class of 2015: “With the character
to seek to create an equal and just world, the scholarship to understand the
transgressions of our past, the service to aid communities in need, and the
leadership to organize for a better future, Park Scholars are uniquely qualified to
topple the many forms of systemic oppression in existence.”

I appreciate the feedback I’ve received from you and your commitment to this
work. I invite you to stay engaged.

In July, I promised to provide detailed responses to the five inquiries in an open
letter from alumni. Below you’ll find information about the specific ways we are
pursuing these initiatives (as well as related activities) through a combination of
ongoing and new work. Some of these efforts were described in an update we
sent in June and we reiterate those items below where relevant.

There is a lot of information in this message and there are many opportunities
for you to help us advance the Park Scholarships program. Your involvement
enhances our ability to recruit, select, and support a diverse cohort of scholars
and prepare them to make a difference.

As you might imagine, there are many Park Scholarships and NC State
students, alumni, faculty, and staff who are actively involved in the efforts
described here. I thank every individual who has invested their time and energy
in this.

Finally, I want to express how grateful I am for all of you who remain so engaged
with our program. I’m sure many of you will have further feedback or questions
and I invite you to connect with me. I’ve set up appointments on my calendar
Sept. 7-25 specifically for one-on-ones with Park alumni. Those times are just a
start; my Zoom door is always open to you.

I will send another message later in the fall semester with additional updates. In
the meantime, I thank you for the many ways that you support the Park
Scholars.

Sincerely,
Eva

______________________________________

SCHOLAR PROGRAMMING: LEADERSHIP AND DIVERSITY

Our Leadership Academy curriculum includes seven sessions specifically
focused on diversity education, accounting for 18 of approximately 46
instructional hours over four years. This is an important and valued component
of our developmental programming. 

Our Senior Associate Director, Joy Tongsri, is a trained facilitator with NC State’s
National Coalition Building Institute (NCBI) team. Over the past 10 years, she
has led our work to develop the diversity sessions of our Leadership Academy
curriculum based on NCBI’s core principles. We have collaborated with a team
of NC State colleagues and Park Scholars to create, implement, and grow this
curriculum, making adjustments every year. These sessions will continue to be
an essential part of how we prepare the Park Scholars to lead and serve.

We are committed to increasing the specific education that we provide to the
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Park Scholars regarding racism. We are now exploring the potential of bringing
the Racial Equity Institute’s (REI) Phase I workshop to our students. I have
attended it, and by the end of this semester, 100% of the Park staff will have,
too. The workshop presents a historical, cultural, structural, and institutional
analysis of race and racism in the United States in two intensive days of
learning. This semester, we will be discussing this possibility and other options
with our constituencies and with REI staff. We will share more with you in our
next update.

REPORTING BIAS AND DISCRIMINATION

NC State’s Office for Institutional Equity and Diversity (OIED) has a trained and
dedicated Bias Impact Report Team (BIRT). The BIRT process is a multi-step
method for evaluating concerns about bias and discrimination in which the BIRT
assesses each report and proposes actions. Reports can be submitted by
students, staff, and faculty, as well as alumni, applicants, family members, and
volunteers. We value the assessment and expertise of independent evaluation
and we believe involving a third party enhances accountability and restoration.

We provide information about the BIRT process on the Park course syllabi every
semester and in a list of campus resources we email to students every year.
This year, we have added information about the BIRT to our website, our
Selection Committee training materials, and our communications with Park
Scholarships applicants.

The following text is from the BIRT:

The OIED Bias Impact Response Team (BIRT) envisions NC State as a
proactive, restorative, equitable, and inclusive community that equips
students, faculty and staff to engage across differences in dignifying and
meaningful ways. The team offers a system and processes that invite
students, faculty and staff to document and proactively address the impacts
of bias-related incidents, behaviors, and actions. BIRT supports involved
individuals and groups and recommends restorative and educational options
for responding to individual, collective, and institutional impacts. To learn
more or to submit a report, please visit diversity.ncsu.edu/bias-impact or
email bias_impact@ncsu.edu.

RECRUITING AND SELECTION

From the diversity statement we published last year:

We seek a diverse cohort of scholars who respect and value varied
experiences and perspectives. We define our core tenets of scholarship,
leadership, service, and character broadly, and we encourage applications
from candidates who have demonstrated achievement and potential in these
criteria in a wide variety of ways. When diverse perspectives are present in
the Park Scholarships program, the scholars individually and the program
collectively are better equipped to carry out our mission.

Selection Criteria

We evaluate each applicant individually with careful consideration of what
opportunities are available to them — that is our foundation for holistic review. In
our recruitment materials and our Selection Committee training, we emphasize
that we define scholarship, leadership, service, and character broadly, and we
encourage applications from candidates who have demonstrated achievement
and potential in these criteria in a wide variety of ways. Below we share some
examples of how that looks through a couple excerpts from our training
materials in the “Implicit Bias” section.

Excerpt from Implicit Bias Training: Where Does Implicit Bias Occur?:

Interpreting service
Assumptions about a candidate’s character based on their service activities –
specifically, if it deviates from your definition of service or differs from your
perspective.

The tenet of service is broadly defined to allow candidates to demonstrate what
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service means and looks like to them. It also allows for diverse perspectives
and experiences to be shared with other Park Scholars.

For example, a student of color may share how their experiences with adversity
informed their decisions to engage in activism as service. A student for whom
religion and/or faith is/is not important to their identity may speak about the
intersection of those beliefs with their service initiatives. It is important to review
and evaluate these experiences based on the description of service provided in
this training and avoid being influenced by the degree to which a student’s
actions align with your own perspectives and experiences. This is also
referenced in [the section of this training about] Being Unduly Influenced by
Personal Experience.

Excerpt from Implicit Bias Training: Now What?:

The first step to recognizing and disrupting implicit bias is to become more
aware of how it influences our decisions. Reducing the effect of implicit bias on
our evaluations requires self-reflection.

When rating a candidate, be sure to explain why you are rating them the way
that you have. Then, when reviewing your overall comments and evaluations for
each candidate, check to see if your method and standards of evaluation have
given careful consideration to the full picture of each candidate’s context.
Candidates such as these could receive similar evaluations, depending on the
full picture at hand:

A candidate who is involved in multiple organizations and a candidate who
is involved in only a few organizations and also works part-time.
A candidate who took the only three AP courses offered at their school and
a candidate who will complete ten of the thirteen AP courses offered at their
school.
A candidate who organized a food drive and a candidate who created a club
for young activists and advocates.

Beginning this year, NC State will require all undergraduate admission
applicants to answer this question about diversity:

NC State University is committed to building a just and inclusive community,
one that does not tolerate unjust or inhumane treatment, and that denounces
it, clearly and loudly. Please describe what those words mean to you and how
you will contribute to a more diverse and inclusive NC State environment.

Selection Committee members will receive these responses (as they have in
past years, when an optional related question has been part of the admissions
application) and we will provide training on how to assess them.

Removing Test Scores from Applications

Below is an update we sent to Selection Committee members on July 10, 2020:

We will remove ACT/SAT scores from Selection Committee materials this
year and ask you to evaluate scholarship based on the other available
information in the application. As you may recall, we have solicited your input
on this topic previously. This decision has been made given the growing body
of research that suggests that there are more predictive factors (than
standardized test scores) that contribute to students’ scholarship abilities,
coupled with broad testing issues due to the COVID pandemic (e.g., testing
sites closing, testing cancellations and delays, etc.). We will also provide
additional training regarding rating scholarship (and other criteria) within the
context of the pandemic, evaluating the growing number of students who
pursue nontraditional educational paths, etc.

Resource disparities can have a real impact on applicants’ test scores and we
have many other means of evaluating scholarship. This year, at the UNC
System level, ACT/SAT scores are not required on admissions applications. If
applicants have taken the ACT/SAT and want to submit their scores, they will
have that option. Applicants will not be disadvantaged by omitting scores. When
test scores are provided, Park Scholarships staff will assess them as part of
other internal reviews that take place. Selection Committee members will
evaluate the scholarship criterion using the substantial other evidence that our
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application includes.

Removing Names from Applications

One form of implicit bias is when assumptions are made based on a candidate’s
name. We address this concern directly in our Selection Committee training:

Excerpt from Implicit Bias Training: Where Does Implicit Bias Occur?:

Names on applications
Assumptions made based on a candidate’s name, especially when the
application evaluates intellectual level, work ethic, and/or character.

To interrupt this bias, focus on the content of the application and not the
candidate’s name while reviewing. In a study done by the University of Chicago,
white-sounding names on resumes were two times more likely to be called in
for an interview over someone with a Black-sounding name, regardless of the
industry or occupation.

When we wrote our first three-year Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion plan in 2018,
one of the tasks we set for the third year (2020-21) was to investigate the
question of removing names from application materials. This evaluation will
require substantial time and we are committed to giving it a thoughtful
assessment this year.

There are important and complex technical considerations because our
application pulls data from many sources. In addition to high school transcripts
and the many components of admissions applications (via the Common
Application or the Coalition Application), applications also include letters of
recommendation. We want to carefully consider the risk of disparate impact of
any potential changes to the way we ask recommenders to approach our
recommendation process, given that candidates with fewer resources often have
recommenders with fewer resources, too. There are also considerations related
to the resources required for our staff to implement potential solutions.

With all of that said, we are moving forward with our plans to investigate this
question and will have a clearer understanding of what would be involved by the
end of this academic year, by which time we will communicate again about this.

Selection Committee Training Materials

Each year, we evaluate the training materials we require all Selection Committee
members to annually review. We make adjustments in response to feedback and
our own observations. Last year, we hired someone specifically to improve and
increase our training materials on bias. A section dedicated to recognizing and
avoiding bias was added (including the excerpts above), while existing
information on bias in all other sections was expanded and improved. The
section added last year includes content differentiating between explicit and
implicit bias and examples of how bias can be found in evaluation of criteria. It
goes on to explain the importance of recognizing our biases and provides
practices for disrupting bias. We include links to studies, videos, and
assessment tools. This year, we will add additional language that explicitly
addresses the importance of avoiding racial bias.

Much like the community of Park Scholars, our Selection Committee benefits
when diverse perspectives are present. We will soon send our annual Selection
Committee invitation to the Classes of 2000-2016. If you’re in those classes, join
us - and we ask all of you to help us recruit Selection Committee members from
diverse backgrounds.

Recruiting: Park Ambassadors

Park Ambassadors play a crucial role in our efforts to recruit a diverse cohort of
applicants. As volunteers, they promote the Park Scholarships program and
seek outstanding applicants from all over the country. Park Ambassadors know
their communities on a deeper level than our staff can. And they extend our
reach. In short, we need more ambassadors. Help us find potential Park
Scholars. To become a Park Ambassador, contact Reneé Tutchton.
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We encourage ambassadors to visit schools and communities with diverse
students and students who may have limited access to resources. We have
added language in our ambassador training presentation and materials to
underscore this message. We continue to add high schools to the Park
Ambassador event registration sign-up sheet and have included many with
substantial underrepresented/under-resourced populations. We welcome your
help with expanding this list and developing relationships with schools.

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION TRAINING

In his June 4 message, “Diversity and Inclusion: Recognizing our Shortcomings,
Working to Improve,” Chancellor Randy Woodson stated, “We are committed to
listening to the voices and lived experiences of those impacted and challenging
ourselves to do the work necessary to build a more just and equitable NC State.
As one first step, in the coming academic year, we will require every student,
faculty, and staff member to complete diversity and inclusion learning modules.
This will include every member of Cabinet as well as all of the deans, directors
and department heads of the university.”

In addition to the NC State learning modules, all Park Faculty Scholars and staff
will complete NC State’s Cultural Competence Training this year, and new
faculty and staff will complete it in the future. The majority of the Park
Scholarships staff are members of NC State’s 2020-2021 GLBT Advocate
Program. By the end of this semester, all of the Park Scholarships staff will have
completed the two-day Racial Equity Institute’s Phase I workshop which
presents a historical, cultural, structural, and institutional analysis of racism. We
value and support these opportunities because they position us to more fully
address the needs of our students.

Many Park alumni have expressed an interest in building their own knowledge
through the Park Scholarships community, as well. While there are many
avenues for pursuing this goal, two options are currently being facilitated by
members of our community. The Park Alumni Society is working on a panel and
other virtual events for alumni to connect, learn, and reflect. The Park Alumni
Society board could use support in setting up these events. To get involved,
contact info@parkscholars.org. There are also groups of alumni who are reading
books together to examine racism and then take action. Information about how
to get involved will be included in the upcoming Park Alumni Society newsletter.

PERMANENT SUPPORT

This work requires the investment of not only time and resources, but also funds.
After months of collaboration with an anonymous donor, we are pleased to
announce the establishment of the “One Park One Pack: Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion Endowment.” This endowment will provide enduring support for the
type of diversity, equity, and inclusion initiatives described throughout this letter.
As part of their gift, the donors have offered up to $20,000 in challenge funds to
launch the endowment on NC State’s special fall Day of Giving. If you’d like to
contribute, a gift on Sept. 16 will help us unlock these funds and provide lasting
support for this work. We will share more about this gift soon, and are grateful
for this donor’s leadership and all of those who will join in helping to ensure this
long-term support.

Park Scholarships

10 Watauga Club Dr., Peele Hall Ste 217, Raleigh, NC 27607 
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